SOPREMA ALSAN RS TARGET FLASHING
EXTENDED FROM THE EDGE OF DRAIN
BOWL ONTO PREPARED & PRIMED
SUBSTRATE.

(1) PLY SOPREMA ALSAN RS
MEMBRANE FINGER-FLASHING
EXTENDED MIN. 4” (10cm) INTO
PREPARED & PRIMED BOWL.

SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE EXTENDED MIN.
4” ONTO DRAIN FLASHING.

DRAIN STRAINER

DRAIN RING (OPTIONAL)

EMBED DECK FLANGE SECURELY
IN LAYER OF ACCEPTABLE
PATCHING MORTAR OR SEALANT.

RETROFIT DRAIN BODY

ELAST C SEAL

EXISTING DRAIN PIPE

SOPREMA ACCEPTABLE PATCHING
COMPOUND FOR DEPTH OF DECK TO
ELEMINATE COLD SPOTS,
CONDENSATION, ICE BUILD UP &
MOISTURE DRIPPING TO SPACE BELOW
AS REQUIRED BY DRAIN
MANUFACTURER

NOTES:
1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATION METHODS
   AND APPROVED DETAILS.

2. METAL SURFACES MUST BE CLEANED AND ABRADED TO COMPLETELY REMOVE ALL COATINGS, DIRT AND
   DEBRIS. AFTER GRINDING, WIPE ABRADED METAL WITH SOPREMA ALSAN RS CLEANER AND ALLOW TO
   FLASH OFF BEFORE APPLYING SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE.